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Polecenie: Choose the correct words to complete the sentences.
1. The new .................. at that chemist's in Bridge Street is ever so helpful.
A philosopher

B pharmacist

C phenomenon

2. Jack's always been a bit of a .................. and has some interesting points of view on life.
B pickpocket

C philosopher
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A pharmacist

3. I think .................. are the lowest of the low, the way they steal from their victims.
A pickpockets

B philosophers

C producers

4. Is it okay to eat the .................. of an orange?
A scales

B rod

C peel

A rod

.a
n

5. My fishing .................. is broken so I'll have to buy a new one.
B sail

C scalpel

6. This .................. often comes in handy when I'm working on a model.
B scale

w
w

A scalpel

C scandal

7. You seem to have .................. some of the points I made during the meeting yesterday.
A overlooked

B overtaken

C overcome

8. The cameras can be controlled .................. from a remote source.

w

A ecologically

B economically

C electronically

9. Are you sure this carpet was produced ..................?
A environmentally

B ecologically

C emotionally

10. The walk to the top of the hill was quite .................. and I was very pleased when I sat down at
the top.
A extensive

B exhausting
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1. B
2. C
3. A
4. C
5. A
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6. A
7. A
8. C
9. B
10. B

1. The new .................. at that chemist's in Bridge Street is ever so helpful.
A philosopher

B pharmacist

C phenomenon

A pharmacist

B pickpocket
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2. Jack's always been a bit of a .................. and has some interesting points of view on life.
C philosopher

3. I think .................. are the lowest of the low, the way they steal from their victims.
A pickpockets

B philosophers

C producers

4. Is it okay to eat the .................. of an orange?
B rod

C peel

.a
n

A scales

5. My fishing .................. is broken so I'll have to buy a new one.
A rod

B sail

C scalpel

6. This .................. often comes in handy when I'm working on a model.
B scale

w
w

A scalpel

C scandal

7. You seem to have .................. some of the points I made during the meeting yesterday.
A overlooked

B overtaken

C overcome

8. The cameras can be controlled .................. from a remote source.

w

A ecologically

B economically

C electronically

9. Are you sure this carpet was produced ..................?
A environmentally

B ecologically

C emotionally

10. The walk to the top of the hill was quite .................. and I was very pleased when I sat down at
the top.
A extensive

B exhausting
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